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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Recently we studied shock-darkening in 
ordinary chondrites [1] and determined the 
required shock pressure to be 40-50 GPa. To 
verify these results experimentally, we will 
carry out shock-recovery experiments [2,3] 
(see Fig. 1) on real samples of ordinary 
chondrites. Here we study the shock wave 
propagation in such experiment using the 
shock physics code iSALE [4] and we calibrate 
the pressure requirements to obtain similar 
results from both approaches (pressure range 
from [1], and this study).

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONSDISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

Shock-recovery experiments are complex and can result in reverberations of the shock 
wave between the sample and the steel container (until the rarefaction wave reaches the 
sample). We offer here a mean to calibrate such experiments using shock physics 
numerical results (at high pressures). Equilibrating pressures by reverberations does not 
provide same entropies compared to single shock waves scenarios and it should be 
important to address this issue while setting up shock-recovery experiments.

RESULTSRESULTS

We show in Fig. 3 a series of 
chosen results with their specific 
parameters for equation (1). We 
observe that the required 
pressure in steel is in general 
higher than the desired pressure 
in sample, even if pressures 
partially equilibrate. This is due 
to complex reverberations of the 
shock wave (Fig. 4) giving a 
lower rise in entropy compared 
to a single shock wave scenario, 
a key parameter in studying 
shock-darkening.
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METHODSMETHODS

We use a model setup similar to [5] (see Fig. 2) with a sample 
embedded in a steel container. We record pressures such as 
the nominal pressure in steel (PNst) and in sample (PN) and peak 
shock pressures in sample (PP) - after reverberations of the 
shock wave at interfaces. We also record peak temperatures as 
the entropy proxy at PN and PP.
A general equation relates this entropy to PNst and serves to 
obtain pressure-temperature conditions similar from [1]:

PNSt 
= ((αP + β)-β')/α'   (1)

where α, α', β (K), β' (K) are simulation results linear 
parameters and P the desired pressure. 

Fig. 2. Numerical setup of the shock-recovery experiment.

Fig. 4. Snapshots of the shock wave propagation in the numerical setup. Profite views of the pressure are shown. The last 
snapshot shows the recorded peak shock pressures.

Fig. 3. Selected results for PNst in function of the desired pressure in sample, P.

Fig. 1. Picture and details on the shock-recovery 
experiment ([2,3])
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